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A widely-accepted explanation for women’s stalled advancement into senior professional positions is that women’s obligations to their families conflict with these jobs’ long hours, and the
widely-championed solution has been policies designed to mediate this work-family conflict. Yet
the success of such policies has been uneven, at best (Bailyn, 2006; Blair-Loy, 2003; Blair-Loy
and Wharton, 2002 and 2004; Briscoe and Kellogg, 2011; Clarkberg and Moen, 2001; Glass, 2004;
Judiesch and Lyness, 1999; Stone, 1997; Webber and Williams, 2008). Taking a psychodynamic
systems-perspective on organizations, we offer one explanation for the persistence of the belief
in work-family solutions in the face of this lack of success. We suggest that organizations use
the work-family narrative and attendant work routines and policies as an unconscious “social
defense.” A social defense is a set of organizational arrangements, including structures, work
routines, and narratives, that functions to protect members from having to confront disturbing
emotions stemming from internal psychological conflicts produced by the nature of the work
(Petriglieri & Petriglieri, 2010:47; see also Jacques, 1955; Long, 2006; Menzies, 1960).
We draw on a case study of a professional service firm to develop theory about links
among women professionals’ advancement, the work-family discourse, and the psychodynamic
systems-perspective on organizations, which has been gaining renewed prominence among
organizational researchers (Long, 2006), although it has not yet been applied to the work-family
dilemma. We propose that organizations—supported and reinforced by cultural beliefs about
intensive mothering (Hays, 1996)—may rely on the work-family narrative as an explanation for
women’s blocked mobility partly because it diverts attention from the broader problem of a
long-hours work culture among professionals. The readily available work-family narrative allows
firms and their members to avoid this reality and the anxieties it creates by projecting the problem exclusively onto women and by projecting the image of a successful employee exclusively
onto men. Ironically, this focus leads to accommodation policies (such as moving to part time)
that do little to help women and often hurt them. Meanwhile, the larger problem remains unaddressed and unacknowledged, penalizing all employees and limiting firms’ ability to accomplish
their primary tasks.
We draw on interview data to speculate about why the firm’s leaders and its women and
men employees alike found the work-family narrative so singularly compelling; the main reason,
we conclude, is that it allowed them to sidestep aspects of their work that aroused personal
distress. Work-family is a particularly effective diversion because it is congruent with cultural
trends, it affirms women’s and men’s personal “choices,” and it requires no upheaval of existing
organizational practices.
Our research is both inductive and deductive. We did not enter our research site with
a hypothesis about the organization’s social defenses. Rather, we arrived at it over time, inductively, upon observing a series of disconnects at several levels as we collected data, analyzed it,
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and provided feedback. Upon observing these disconnects, we proceeded deductively by taking
a psychodynamic systems-perspective on our data to further develop the analysis. Our study had
been instigated at the request of firm leaders, who sought professional advice about how to stem
women’s high rates of turnover in the associate ranks and increase their promotion rates to partner. We agreed to consult to the firm on these issues, and the firm gave us permission to collect
data for research purposes. Although virtually all participants pointed to work-family conflict
as the reason women quit or failed to make partner, our analysis showed women felt no greater
distress than men over long work hours and work-family conflict. Both sexes were equally (and
highly) dissatisfied on these dimensions, revealing a disconnect between the facts and the firm’s
problem-definition. The second disconnect was the fact that a key “presenting problem,” to
use psychological language, was the differential turnover rate, when in fact, there was no difference: company records indicate that women and men had quit at the same rate for at least the
preceding three years. The third and final disconnect was firm leaders’ negative reaction to the
analyses and proposed interventions. They had requested an analysis of the firm’s organizational
culture; yet upon hearing that the gender problem was only a piece of a larger work-management
problem and that the solution would involve a change in work practices that transcended workfamily accommodations, they rejected the analysis on grounds that it did not focus explicitly on
women. Leaders’ apparent wish to retain their original assessment—that gender was the firm’s
primary HR problem, that the nature of the gender problem was women’s difficulty balancing
work and family, and that men were largely immune to such difficulties—required a rejection of
evidence on the part of evidence-driven analysts, which we found notable.
This set of disconnects among the presenting problem, the evidence, and the reactions
led us to our research question: why does work-family persist as the dominant narrative and
intervention strategy in organizations, given its uneven success in advancing women’s careers?
What explains its resilience? In this paper, we draw on analytic insights from psychodynamic
systems theory to consider the basis for participants’ conviction that women’s family lives were
the main obstacle to women’s advancement.
We use this case study more broadly to suggest that companies’ growing recognition of a
“gender problem” and the currently popular focus on work-family issues to address it (Ramarajan,
McGinn, and Kolb, 2012) help explain why women professionals’ advancement prospects have
stalled. If the gender problem is in fact a byproduct of pervasive overwork among professionals,
then the solution to women’s stalled progress will lie outside of the confines of the work-family
domain; continuing to generate policy initiatives in that domain will not address the problem,
and the underlying issues will remain. We also use this case study as a springboard for developing
theory about why companies as well as the broader culture are so attracted to work-family as an
explanation.

Setting and Method
The company we studied is a mid-sized global consulting firm employing between one and two
thousand people in its worldwide offices. Like other professional service firms, it is male-dominated, particularly at senior levels, with men constituting about 63 percent of junior associates,
70 percent of associates, 77 percent of senior associates, and 90 percent of partners.
The authors and members of the consulting team conducted interviews with over 100
women and men from all professional ranks. Most interviews were face-to-face on the premises,
although some were in other venues, and interviews with overseas employees and a few others
were conducted via telephone. All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed.
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Results
We begin by recounting the official story of female under-representation at the top. Partners
indicted work-family issues, and this account filtered down the ranks. According to one partner:
We have great intentions and I think pure intentions, genuine intentions, about getting the best
involved regardless of gender, race, creed, religion, what have you.
I frame it in the following way. What do I want people to worry about when they wake up first
thing in the morning? For Business Development people, I want them to worry about business
development. For project managers, I want them to worry about the project. Women are the
Project Manager in the home, so it is hard for them to spend the necessary time, energy, and effort to be viewed here as senior leaders.
Men and women associates, too, endorsed variations on this explanation. As one woman
said: “Do women face particular challenges here? Not because they’re women but because their
laundry list is longer than men’s.”
Yet our interviews revealed several reasons to question whether the work-family narrative was the firm’s key human resource problem. Our data indicated that rather than work-family,
the key HR problem was long hours. The organizational culture created unnecessarily long hours
because of a culture of over-selling and over-delivery, and while the effects were more negative
for women, men were equally unhappy, and indeed, equally likely to quit. We now turn to details
of this claim.
Although hours are long industry-wide, the organizational culture in this firm exacerbated the problem in two ways: overselling and over-delivery. Regarding the former, the sentiments of this interviewee were echoed by many:
Some partners promise the client the moon without even thinking about what it means for their
team. “We’ll give you X, Y and Z and we’ll do it all in half the time that you think it should take.”
“Sure,” says the client! “Sign me up!”
 	
The culture also valorized over-delivery, priding itself on delivering “110 percent” to
clients and offering “smart” solutions to clients’ problems. Associates went along with overdelivery and overwork partly to stand out as stars in a pool of highly-qualified people:
We do these crazy slide decks that take hours and hours of work. It’s this attitude of, “I’m going
to kill the client with a 100-slide deck.” But the client can’t use all that! People do it so others
on the team will see they’re smart.
Average weekly hours for women and men were 60 to 65, although quite a few claimed
to regularly work 70 hours or more, and interviewees of both sexes noted hours as a problem. One
woman recited her immediate supervisor’s admonition:
I was told “You’re a big whiner.” I am like, I work so hard here! My people work so hard! Half
way through that case I had them write down everything that we’d been asked to do and put
hours alongside so that I can go to the senior managers and say: “It is physically impossible,
even if these people didn’t sleep, to get everything you wanted done.”
Another:
Success and rewards are given to those who are always on. It makes me want to scream when I
see emails at 3AM and senior leaders praising that person for their hard work. Leaders have a
tendency to not be good about preventing work from taking over life. They swoop in and blow
up what a team’s been doing instead of being connected earlier so no one has to work weekends.
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Men and women were interchangeable on this score. Indeed, the vast majority of
fathers reported that work hours and travel requirements were difficult, as did most single and
childless men. Here are a few comments about long hours and project mismanagement:
There’s a correlation between success and the willingness to just put everything else aside and
do a ton of work. People here are probably doing 14, 15 hours of work a day. Pretty much just
working and sleeping during the week. They sleep 6 hours a night or less. I try to sleep more
than that. It’s funny. Your ability to get by on little sleep is a necessary skill set.
One senior associate described how he believed consultants should be “lying awake at
night thinking about, ‘Man, what are we going to do in this meeting tomorrow?’” Another man
echoed this view:
We’re on our Blackberries. We’re thinking about our work 24/7. I mean maybe you tune out for a
little while here and there, but people [at this firm] work all the time. All the time. You wake up
at night, you’re dreaming about it. The first thing you do when you wake up is you pick up your
Blackberry.
Fathers, in particular, found it difficult to achieve a satisfying work-family balance:
Last year was hard with my 105 flights. I was feeling pretty fried. I’ve missed too much of my
kids’ lives.
One man perceived little help with trying to mesh work demands with his family:
Frankly, it’s sink or swim, and the attitude is, “So why don’t you just go swim? If you sink then
that’s too bad. We like you. You’re a nice guy, but that’s just the way it is.” People were sympathetic and empathetic and open to having conversations. But the actual action, follow-up, was
near zero.
Our results showed that women and men were equally likely to say work interfered with
their family lives, contrary to the organizational belief. This finding corroborates research indicating that professional men increasingly seek to spend more time with families and less time at
work (Glavin, Schieman, and Reid, 2011; Milkie et al., 2004). According to one man we interviewed:
I was traveling 3 days a week and seeing my children once or twice a week for 45 minutes before
they went to bed. Saturday came, and I couldn’t go to my son’s soccer game. He burst into tears.
I wanted to quit then and there.
The solution for many was to leave. According to a father of three, whose wife was not
in the labor force:
I wouldn’t characterize myself as unhappy. It’s more overworked, and under-familied. If I were a
betting man, I’d bet that a year from now I’m working somewhere else.
And a year later, he was. Contrary to belief, there was no statistically significant difference between women’s and men’s quit rates; the annual rate hovered around 25% for both sexes.

The Consequences of the Work-Family Narrative
The outcome of the work-family narrative was a firm-wide focus on women, which had
at least four negative consequences. First, it led to “ask-for-them-if-you-need-them” accommodations, which women were far more likely than men to take and which removed them from the
fast-track, as other research has shown is typical (Judiesch & Lyness, 1999; Stone, 2007; Webber
& Williams, 2008). Switching away from client-facing roles was common, for example almost
20% of women partners compared to 10% of men held completely internal-facing, administra-
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tive roles, throwing a road block in the path to real power. Part-time work was also common.
Although ineffective—one woman said it meant working around the clock anyway—it removed
women from the fast-track. Add to that the experience of not being taken seriously after having
taken accommodations, which several women reported, and the stage is set for further limits on
women’s career advancement.
The second outcome was that the work-family narrative reified the notion that conflicting requirements of motherhood and the job meant women can’t handle the fast track. According
to one man:
It’s just basic math, right? So you take 100 people. Fifty are women and 50 are men. Twenty-five
of the women are going to have kids and not want to work. Twenty-five of the women are going
to have kids and might want to work, but won’t want to travel every week and live the lifestyle
that consulting requires of 60 or 70 hour weeks.
In his calculation, out of 50 women, all have children, and none is able to meet the requirements of the job. This unrealistic picture is the extreme version of the pervasive narrative:
motherhood means women are inadequate to the task and explains their relative lack of success.
Note how after being introduced (“50 are men”), men never appear again in the narrative. It is
a work-family-balance problem, and it is women’s problem, not men’s. If men took accommodations at rates comparable to women (and they do not), doing so would no longer confirm the
notion of women’s inability to do the job without assistance. Thus, the work-family narrative
perpetuates the sense that women are unable to meet job demands.
Yet some women are successful in this firm. How does the work-family narrative include
that storyline? It doesn’t, and this is the third consequence of the work-family narrative. Senior
women with children were labeled bad managers, bad mothers, or both, a terrible price to pay
and one that can diminish ambition among women who witness such labeling. Regarding managing, women partners were criticized more harshly. Men with a reputation for “killing” their teams
got a pass, while working for a woman who kills teams was a nightmare. Compare these assessments interviewees offered:
He kills his people, but it’s a great project.
She’s known for blowing up her teams. She actually is a bitch.
Women partners were not merely bad managers; they also were bad mothers. We heard
not one positive comment about women partners as mothers. These reputations meant women
partners were invalidated as role models, further discouraging junior women from aspiring to
“have it all”— by which we mean being a mother who holds a high-powered professional job. A
junior woman told us the following about a woman partner she worked for:
She tells a story she thinks is funny about how her kid was surprised when she picked him up
from school. He said, “I’m so honored that you came to get me.” But I’m appalled by that story!
That is not who I want to be!
A junior man had a similar criticism:
One of the people I’ve worked with a whole lot has two kids under the age of seven. She is travelling 4-5 days a week . . . . She disappears at 5:00 to have dinner and tuck her kids in, but then
she gets back online and works all night, and then she’s up again at 4:00. That’s a model of what
I don’t want.
While it’s unclear how she can travel five days a week and also be home to tuck her children in, the point of her bad mothering shines through.
Women partners’ family lives also were scrutinized and found lacking in a way that we
did not hear about men, an observation noted by a woman associate:
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When I look at a female partner, it does leak into my thinking--How do I think she is
as a mother in addition to how do I think she is as a partner? When I look at men, I don’t think
about what kind of father they are.
Fourth, and finally, if not for the work-family blinders, the organization might have seen
and addressed work problems, such as a culture of overselling and over-delivery, that hurt all
employees (and the work product, an analysis we do not develop here). Instead, the work-family
overlay allowed them to marginalize the fundamental work problem.

The Work-Family Narrative as a Social Defense
Our analysis of the persistence of the work-family narrative relies on the notion of social defenses,
defined as follows:
Social defenses are collective arrangements—such as an organizational structure, a work method,
or a prevalent discourse—created or used by an organization’s members as a protection against
disturbing affect derived from external threats, internal conflicts, or the nature of their work
(Petriglieri & Petriglieri 2010:47).
And:
A collective psychopathology—a necessary evil—allowing the institution to hold together and
pursue its task while at the same time limiting its flexibility and its members’ awareness (Petriglieri and Stein 2011).
In the remainder of the paper, we use these principles to analyze the social defenses at
this firm and apply this analysis to the work-family narrative.
The general problem these employees face is the demand that they have no identity
other than as a labor commodity, which creates an internal conflict that must be resolved. The
system of competition between companies in capitalism compels overselling, which appears
organizationally as a system of overwork. This imperative sets up an ongoing demand that other,
non-work identities (and the needs generated within them, such as being a good parent) be contingent. With non-work identities in the backseat, the identity that remains is that of the “ideal
worker:” a fully-committed, fully-available worker, an image that most closely resembles a stereotypical man (Acker, 1990; Williams, 1999). Those striving to be the ideal worker must adopt the
psychological stance of “my job is all-important.” But always chipping away at this stance is the
raw reality of the requirement to stifle the demands of other identities.
These other identities—being a good parent, life-partner, citizen—are contingent and
expendable for the ideal worker. Yet for real people, these identities—particularly the parent
one—are compelling. According to one man:
I definitely want my daughter relying on me. But, she’s asking her mama, “Put me to bed,” asking
her mama,”Give me a bath.” It’s because she knows that she can be relied on.
His sense of guilt is palpable, and both he and the organization are invested in keeping
that feeling at bay.
Enter the social defense. It protects employees from disturbing emotions by mobilizing
psychological mechanisms like denial, splitting, and projection. In our case, each gender takes
the key parts of being a whole person and splits them in two—a committed parent and a committed worker. Women are assigned—and take on—the committed parent role, and men are
assigned and take on the role of committed worker. Together, they constitute a whole.
Because the larger culture declares that women are innately family-oriented and men
career-oriented and supports the notion of separate spheres for women and men, the defense
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system operates differently for them. We develop this idea below.
The operation of social defenses for men. Here’s one man’s narrative that we interpret as an example of this dynamic.
I believe deeply in my heart and soul that women encounter different challenges. There’s
the collusion of society that it’s the woman who takes the extended maternity leave, and there
are some biological imperatives, too. When my first child was born, I got to carry her from the
delivery room to the nursery. It’s almost like I could feel the chemicals releasing in my brain.
I fell so chemically, deeply in love with my daughter. I couldn’t imagine a world without her. I
mean here it was in [just] the first eight minutes of her life. So I can understand, “How can I
possibly give this up and go back to work?
But back to work he went, and his take-away understanding was that women face problems with work-family. He could be said, from a defense analysis, to be splitting off his deep connection to his daughter and projecting it onto women in the firm. By relinquishing that feeling of
connection, he has no need to feel sad and guilty about returning to work.
By displacing these needs and feelings onto women, men show up at work every day
and fulfill both the cultural dictates about male breadwinning and the organization’s desire for
the committed, ambitious workers it believes it needs to stay in business and maximize profits.
These arrangements also provide men a sense of personal mastery. The work-family narrative
supplies one supporting ideology. Other helpful narratives emphasize how selective the firm is
and how intellectual the output—idealizing narratives through which smart, ambitious men can
understand themselves as competent and worthy, further justifying their sacrifice.
The operation of social defenses for women. As for women, why do they go along
with the work-family narrative? We argue that it gives them an “out” from a job socially constructed to be a poor fit. And it gives them a wonderful place to go—home and family—at least
according to the larger culture, which is still ambivalent about women’s attempts to work and
care for families (Stone 2007; Williams 2010).
We turn first to the idea that women do not fit the job requirements. The most valued
skill in this firm is selling business, and the biggest accolades and biggest sales come from selling to CEOs. Who is best at that? Virtually without exception, people named men as the star
rainmakers. And which job component is considered hardest for women in this firm? According to many, it is selling to CEOs. Here’s how one of the firm’s most powerful women partners
described the selling style of the managing partner, the person named by everyone as the firm’s
most shining star.
He’ll walk into an executive meeting and say. . . “Okay, you want to achieve this. . . . It’s going to
take an organizational intervention, an innovation. . . a broader corporate strategy. It’s going to
be a multi-year program, let’s just be very clear. That will be . . . about $15 million over two years.
Are you tracking, are you with me?”
Here’s how she described her style:
I walk into a client, I check in. I like to be friends with them. . . I tend to say, “Here’s what I
heard you saying, your agenda .” . . And I start to build, and then I hope that they get to this
delightful conclusion that this is going to be a $15 million program.
Clearly she sees a disconnect between her relational style and the style the firm venerates and demands. Early on, she got some mentoring:
A senior partner said, “You’re a great relationship builder. [But] don’t over-rely on it. . . . You
don’t want anybody here to think you don’t have a lot going on between your ears.
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So the selling job is best done by men enacting a conventionally masculine style, and if
one enacts a conventionally feminine style—like being a “relationship-builder”—then they lack
something between the ears. The notion that other selling styles might work isn’t on the radar.
The firm has constructed selling in one, and only one, way, and women fall short.
This women-lack-what-it-takes narrative together with the work-family one encourages a
decision to move to part-time work or to less demanding careers as almost inevitable, appropriate, and even an indication that women are good mothers. After all, everyone at the firm points
to how hard—indeed impossible—it is for women to do both and how men but not women are
positioned to be fully committed, competent, and successful workers.
In short, women ratchet back or leave because the organization is telling them they
simply are not man enough for the job. And they can’t be man enough—they can’t succeed, they can’t
“lean in”—without diminishing their identity as a good mother (or future mother). That cost is
clear from the narratives about women partners’ inadequate mothering.
But this analysis is not the organization’s spin on why women are leaving. Nor is it
women’s spin, either, because its claim that women really aren’t good enough, that they don’t have
what it takes to succeed in these jobs is intolerable for ambitious women to consider. Sustaining ambition requires support and not receiving it is demoralizing, ironically making it easier for
ambitious women to ratchet back or leave. Given the psychological choice between striving and
failing on the one hand, and ratcheting back on the other, it is understandable that these women
would prefer the latter. They reach this accommodation by splitting off their professional ambition, projecting it onto men, and identifying instead with the emotional bonds of parenthood.

Conclusion
The above analysis applies a psychodynamic systems-perspective on organizations to the problem of women’s truncated career opportunities in one setting. This perspective points to the role
of social defenses, which are collective arrangements that allow an organization to hold together
and pursue its task while at the same time limiting its members’ awareness (Petriglieri and Stein,
2011). The upshot of our analysis is that the work-family narrative encourages even ambitious
women to see themselves as family-primary, with work taking a backseat, while encouraging men
to see themselves as work-primary, with family taking a backseat.
The broader culture reinforces this arrangement. In 2010, for example, one-third of a
national sample believed that it is much better for everyone if the man is the achiever and the
woman takes care of home and family, and another third believed that preschoolers suffer if their
mother works (Coontz, 2013). Ambitious women and men are not immune to the effects of such
cultural ambivalence. The media, too, play an important role by pointing primarily to women
as suffering from a problem that could be called “overwork” but is instead called “work-family
balance” (Ramarajan, McGinn, and Kolb, 2012). The media present little by way of an alternative
framing about the costs of overwork to men, to companies, and to society. Hence, cultural support for the company’s framing persists with no support for an alternative in clear sight.
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